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Introductory Discrete Mathematics
Techniques. Book jacket.

Schaum's Easy Outline of Discrete Mathematics
True to the ideology of the Schaum’s Outlines, the present version of this book
includes the discussion on basics of data structures supplemented with solved
examples and programming problems. The classic and popular text is back with
refreshed pedagogy and programming problems helps the students to have an
upper hand on the practical understanding of the subject.

Schaum's Outline of Probability, Random Variables, and
Random Processes, 3/E (Enhanced Ebook)
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
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hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you: Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Logic, Second Edition
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there’s
Schaum’s. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum’s to help them
succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and
higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of
examples, sovled problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This
Schaum’s Outline gives you: • 750 exercises with answers• Introduction to the
most widely used language in technical and scientific computing• Reference index
of the most useful commands in Mathematica• Support for all major textbooks for
courses in Mathematica Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts required in your
course and offers hundreds of practice questions to help you suceed. Use
Schaum’s to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum’s
Outlines – Problem solved.

Schaum's Outline of Complex Variables, 2ed
Data Structures (SOS) (Revised First Edition)
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you: Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Easy Outline of Linear Algebra
The first edition of this book sold more than 100,000 copies—and this new edition
will show you why! Schaum’s Outline of Discrete Mathematics shows you step by
step how to solve the kind of problems you’re going to find on your exams. And
this new edition features all the latest applications of discrete mathematics to
computer science! This guide can be used as a supplement, to reinforce and
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strengthen the work you do with your class text. (It works well with virtually any
discrete mathematics textbook.) But it is so comprehensive that it can even be
used alone as a text in discrete mathematics or as independent study tool!

Schaum's Outline of Combinatorics
Master discrete mathematics with Schaum's--the high-performance solved-problem
guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your
personal best on exams! Students love Schaum's Solved Problem Guides because
they produce results. Each year, thousands of students improve their test scores
and final grades with these indispensable guides. Get the edge on your classmates.
Use Schaum's! If you don't have a lot of time but want to excel in class, use this
book to: Brush up before tests Study quickly and more effectively Learn the best
strategies for solving tough problems in step-by-step detail Review what you've
learned in class by solving thousands of relevant problems that test your skill
Compatible with any classroom text, Schaum's Solved Problem Guides let you
practice at your own pace and remind you of all the important problem-solving
techniques you need to remember--fast! And Schaum's are so complete, they're
perfect for preparing for graduate or professional exams. Inside you will find: 2,000
solved problems with complete solutions--the largest selection of solved problems
yet published on this subject An index to help you quickly locate the types of
problems you want to solve Problems like those you'll find on your exams
Techniques for choosing the correct approach to problems Guidance toward the
quickest, most efficient solutions If you want top grades and thorough
understanding of discrete mathematics, this powerful study tool is the best tutor
you can have!

Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough
Time? Textbook too Pricey? Fortunately, there’s Schaum’s. More than 40 million
students have trusted Schaum’s to help them succeed in the classroom and on
exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject.
Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow,
topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and
practice exercises to test your skills. Schaum’s Outline of Signals and Systems,
Fourth Edition is packed hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice
exercises to test your skills. This updated guide approaches the subject in a more
concise, ordered manner than most standard texts, which are often filled with
extraneous material. Schaum’s Outline of Signals and Systems, Fourth Edition
features: • 571 fully-solved problems • 20 problem-solving videos• 23 MATLAB
videos • Additional material on matrix theory and complex numbers • Clear,
concise explanations of all signals and systems concepts • Content supplements
the major leading textbook for signals and systems courses • Content that is
appropriate for Basic Circuit Analysis, Electrical Circuits, Electrical Engineering and
Circuit Analysis, Introduction to Circuit Analysis, AC and DC Circuits courses PLUS:
Access to the revised Schaums.com website and new app, containing 20 problemsolving videos, and more. Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts required in your
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course and offers hundreds of practice exercises to help you succeed. Use
Schaum’s to shorten your study time—and get your best test scores! Schaum’s
Outlines—Problem solved.

Schaum's Outline of Linear Algebra, Sixth Edition
Schaum's Outline of Linear Algebra, 5th Edition
The mathematical knowledge needed for computer and information sciencesincluding, particularly, the binary number system, logic circuits, graph theory,
linear systems, probability and statisticsget clear and concise coverage in this
invaluable study guide. Basic high school math is all that's needed to follow the
explanations and learn from hundreds of practical problems solved step-by-step.
Hundreds of review questions with answers help reinforce learning and increase
skills.

Handbook of Mathematical Functions with Formulas, Graphs,
and Mathematical Tables
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you: Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Essential Computer Mathematics
For an introductory course in probability with high school algebra the only
prerequisite.

T&P Of Graph Theory (Sos)
Basic definitions, explorations of principles and theorems, and solved problems
provide a theoretical framework and computational tool for understanding linear
algebra

Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics, 3rd Ed.
The ideal review for your intro to probability course More than 40 million students
have trusted Schaum’s Outlines for their expert knowledge and helpful solved
problems. Written by renowned experts in their respective fields, Schaum’s
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Outlines cover everything from math to science, nursing to language. The main
feature for all these books is the solved problems. Step-by-step, authors walk
readers through coming up with solutions to exercises in their topic of choice. 387
solved problems Covers all probability fundamentals No calculus needed Supports
and supplements the leading probability and statistics textbooks Appropriate for
the following courses: Introduction to Probability and Statistics, Probability,
Statistics, Introduction to Statistics Detailed explanations and practice problems in
probability and statistics Comprehensive review of specialized topics in probability
and statistics

Schaum's Outline of Elementary Algebra
2000 Solved Problems in Discrete Mathematics
This third edition of the perennial bestseller defines the recent changes in how the
discipline is taught and introduces a new perspective on the discipline. New
material in this third edition includes: A modernized section on trigonometry An
introduction to mathematical modeling Instruction in use of the graphing calculator
2,000 solved problems 3,000 supplementary practice problems and more

Schaums Outline of General Topology
• This third edition of the successful outline in linear algebra—which sold more
than 400,000 copies in its past two editions—has been thoroughly updated to
increase its applicability to the fields in which linear algebra is now essential:
computer science, engineering, mathematics, physics, and quantitative analysis•
Revised coverage includes new problems relevant to computer science and a
revised chapter on linear equations• More than 100,000 students enroll in
beginning and advanced Linear Algebra courses each year. This outline is
appropriate for both first- and second-level linear algebra courses

Schaum's Outline of General Topology
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Tough Test Questions? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics
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This is a topic that becomes increasingly important every year as the digital age
extends and grows more encompassing in every facet of life Discrete mathematics,
the study of finite systems has become more important as the computer age has
advanced, as computer arithmetic, logic, and combinatorics have become standard
topics in the discipline. For mathematics majors it is one of the core required
courses. This new edition will bring the outline into synch with Rosen, McGrawHill’s bestselling textbook in the field as well as up to speed in the current
curriculum. New material will include expanded coverage of logic, the rules of
inference and basic types of proofs in mathematical reasoning. This will give
students a better understanding of proofs of facts about sets and functions. There
will be increased emphasis on discrete probability and aspects of probability
theory, and greater accessibility to counting techniques. This new edition features:
Counting chapter will have new material on generalized combinations New chapter
on computer arithmetic, with binary and hexagon addition and multiplication New
Cryptology chapter including substitution and RSA method This outline is the
perfect supplement to any course in discrete math and can also serve as a standalone textbook

Schaum's Outline of Differential Equations, 3ed
Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Linear Algebra
Boiled-down essentials of the top-selling Schaum's Outline series for the student
with limited time What could be better than the bestselling Schaum's Outline
series? For students looking for a quick nuts-and-bolts overview, it would have to
be Schaum's Easy Outline series. Every book in this series is a pared-down,
simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an emphasis on
clarity and brevity, each new title features a streamlined and updated format and
the absolute essence of the subject, presented in a concise and readily
understandable form. Graphic elements such as sidebars, reader-alert icons, and
boxed highlights stress selected points from the text, illuminate keys to learning,
and give students quick pointers to the essentials. Designed to appeal to
underprepared students and readers turned off by dense text Cartoons, sidebars,
icons, and other graphic pointers get the material across fast Concise text focuses
on the essence of the subject Delivers expert help from teachers who are
authorities in their fields Perfect for last-minute test preparation So small and light
that they fit in a backpack!

Discrete Mathematics
The ideal review for your logic course More than 40 million students have trusted
Schaum’s Outlines for their expert knowledge and helpful solved problems. Written
by renowned experts in their respective fields, Schaum’s Outlines cover everything
from math to science, nursing to language. The main feature for all these books is
the solved problems. Step-by-step, authors walk readers through coming up with
solutions to exercises in their topic of choice. 500 solved problems Includes nonclassical logics Covers the probability calculus Complements or supplements the
major Logic textbooks Appropriate for the following courses: Introduction to Formal
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Logic, Informal Logic, Logic Programming, Algebra Complete course content in
easy-to-follow outline form Hundreds of solved problems for effective test
preparation

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Discrete
Mathematics
The ideal review for your general topology course More than 40 million students
have trusted Schaum’s Outlines for their expert knowledge and helpful solved
problems. Written by renowned experts in their respective fields, Schaum’s
Outlines cover everything from math to science, nursing to language. The main
feature for all these books is the solved problems. Step-by-step, authors walk
readers through coming up with solutions to exercises in their topic of choice. 391
solved problems 356 supplementary problems Teaches effective problem-solving
Outline format supplies a concise guide to the standard college courses in General
Topology Supports and supplements the leading General Topology textbooks
Detailed explanations and practice problems in general topology Comprehensive
review of specialized topics in topology

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Probability
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Signals and Systems, Fourth Edition
Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Linear Algebra
A study-guide to probability and statistics that includes coverage of course
concepts and 897 fully solved problems.

Schaum's Outline of Introduction to Probability and Statistics
Offers explanations and step-by-step guidance on solving the kinds of problems
students find in exams. This guide features the applications of discrete
mathematics to computer science and is useful for independent study or to
supplement, reinforce and strengthen work in class.
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Schaum's Outline of Microeconomics, 4th edition
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Textbook too Pricey?
Fortunately, there's Schaum's. This all-in-one-package includes more than 600 fullysolved problems, examples, and practice exercises to sharpen your problemsolving skills. Plus, you will have access to 25 detailed videos featuring math
instructors who explain how to solve the most commonly tested problems--it's just
like having your own virtual tutor! You'll find everything you need to build
confidence, skills, and knowledge for the highest score possible. More than 40
million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and
on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every
subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-tofollow, topic-by-topic format. Helpful tables and illustrations increase your
understanding of the subject at hand. Schaum’s Outline of Linear Algebra, Sixth
Edition features: • Updated content to match the latest curriculum • Over 600
problems with step-by-step solutions • An accessible outline format for quick and
easy review • Clear explanations for all linear algebra concepts • Access to revised
Schaums.com website with access to 25 problem-solving videos, and more

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Discrete
Mathematics
Schaum's Outline of Probability, Second Edition
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Signals and Systems
This text is designed for the sophomore/junior level introduction to discrete
mathematics taken by students preparing for future coursework in areas such as
math, computer science and engineering. Rosen has become a bestseller largely
due to how effectively it addresses the main portion of the discrete market, which
is typically characterized as the mid to upper level in rigor. The strength of Rosen's
approach has been the effective balance of theory with relevant applications, as
well as the overall comprehensive nature of the topic coverage.

Schaum's Outline of Digital Signal Processing
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***IF YOU WANT TO UPDATE THE INFORMATION ON YOUR TITLE SHEET, THEN YOU
MUST UPDATE COPY IN THE "PRODUCT INFORMATION COPY" FIELD. COPY IN THE
"TIPSHEET COPY" FIELD DOES NOT APPEAR ON TITLE SHEETS.*** A classic
Schaum's Outline, thoroughly updated to match the latest course scope and
sequence. The ideal review for the thousands of college students who enroll in
Probability courses. About the Book An update of this successful outline in
probability, modified to conform to the current curriculum. Schaum’s Outline of
Probability mirrors the course in scope and sequence to help enrolled students
understand basic concepts and offer extra practice on topics such as finite and
countable sets, binomial coefficients, axioms of probability, conditional probability,
expectation of a finite random variable, Poisson distribution, and probability of
vectors and Stochastic matrices. Coverage will also include finite Stochastic and
tree diagrams, Chebyshev’s Inequality and the Law of Large Numbers, calculations
of binomial probabilities using the normal approximation, and regular Markov
processes & stationary state distributions. Key Selling Features Outline format
supplies a concise guide to the standard college course in Probability 430 solved
problems Easily-understood review of Probability Supports all the major textbooks
for Probability courses Clear, concise explanations of all Probability concepts
Appropriate for the following courses: Elementary Probability & Statistics; Data
Analysis; Finite Mathematics; Introduction to Mathematical Statistics; Mathematics
for Biological Sciences; Introductory Statistics; Discrete Mathematics; Probability
for Applied Science; Introduction to Probability Theory Record of Success:
Schaum’s Outline of Probability is a solid selling title in the series—with previous
edition having sold over 12,500 copies since 2002. Supports the following
bestselling textbooks: Bluman, Elementary Statistics: A Step by Step Approach,
4ed, 0073347140, $92.22, MGH, 2006. (MIR: 7,265 units) Hungerford, Mathematics
with Applications, 9ed, 0321334337, $129.48, PEG, 2006. (MIR: 2,731 units) Rosen,
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications, 6ed, 0073229725, $151.76, MGH, 2006.
(MIR: 2,866 units) Market / Audience Primary: For all students of mathematics who
need to learn or refresh Probability skills. Secondary: Graduate students and
professionals looking for a tool for review Enrollment: Elementary Probability and
Statistics – 504,600; Data Analysis – 16,820; Finite Mathematics – 106,732;
Introductory Statistics – 38,657; Discrete Mathematics – 50,592; Introduction to
Probability Theory – 3,196 Author Profiles Seymour Lipschutz (Philadelphia, PA)
who is presently on the mathematics faculty of Temple University, formerly taught
at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn and was visiting professor in the Computer
Science Department of Brooklyn College. He received his Ph.D. in 1960 at the
Courant Institute of mathematical Sciences of New York University. Some of his
other books in the Schaum's Outline Series are Beginning Linear Algebra; Discrete
Mathematics, 3ed; and Linear Algebra, 4ed. Marc Lipson (Charlottesville, VA) is on
the faculty of the University of Virginia. He formerly taught at the University of
Georgia, Northeastern University, and Boston University. He received his Ph..D. in
finance in 1994 from the University of Michigan. He is also coauthor of the
Schaum;s Outline of Discrete Mathematics, 3ed with Seymour Lipschutz.

Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics, Revised Third
Edition
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
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there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Mathematica, Third Edition
Offers practice problems with full explanations to reinforce understanding,
covering such topics as algebra of matrices, vector spaces, and linear mappings
and matrices.

Schaum's Outline of Beginning Statistics, Second Edition
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there's
Schaum's. This all-in-one-package includes more than 400 fully solved problems,
examples, and practice exercises to sharpen your problem-solving skills. Plus, you
will have access to 20 detailed videos featuring instructors who explain the most
commonly tested problems--it's just like having your own virtual tutor! You'll find
everything you need to build confidence, skills, and knowledge for the highest
score possible. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them
succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and
higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of
examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This
Schaum's Outline gives you 405 fully solved problems Clear, concise explanations
of all probability, variables, and processes concepts Support for all the major
textbooks in the subject areas Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's
highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum’s to shorten your
study time--and get your best test scores! Schaum's Outlines--Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of General Topology
This concise, undergraduate-level text focuses on combinatorics, graph theory with
applications to some standard network optimization problems, and algorithms.
More than 200 exercises, many with complete solutions. 1991 edition.

Schaum's Outline of Probability and Statistics, 4th Edition
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
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course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Discrete Mathematics (Special Indian Edition) (Schaum S
Outline Series)
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Tough Test Questions? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics, Revised Third
Edition
The guide that helps students study faster, learn better, and get top grades More
than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them study faster, learn
better, and get top grades. Now Schaum's is better than ever-with a new look, a
new format with hundreds of practice problems, and completely updated
information to conform to the latest developments in every field of study. Fully
compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts
you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test
scores! Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved.
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